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by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. December in GMC. November I recently pulled the tranny, had it
repaired, and put it back in. The ABS light stays on,the engine light stay on, the speedo doesn't

work, and it doesn't shift into 3rd, only 1st and 2nd. At first it would only stay in 1st, i topped up
to oil and then it went into 2nd. Does the computer have to be reset in any way? If anyone has
any ideas I would really appreciate it. December Don't know if you got it fixed yet or not but i
wanted to confirm another answer that was posted. I have a 01 Jimmy and I recently had my
speedo go out, ABS light stay on, check engine light, parking brake light flashing and couldn't
shift beyond second gear. I limped it to a repair shop and the computer code was the speed
sensor. Yea I got it fixed now, thanks for replying. There was one plug that wasn't fully
contacting and then they replaced a small plastic piece that bolts to the side of the tranny on
the left lower side. I don't remember what it was exactly, some type of linkage was attached to it.
There were 2 electrical plugs built in and one of them was broken. Hello all, my name is Justin
and i am from Michigan. I have a 97 4wd Jimmy. This started about almost a month ago. It was
at first an every once and a while thing at the start but it seems as if it is pretty constant now.
When the car is place in the Over Drive position, it does not seem to start in the 1st gear
position. Possibly 3rd gear is where it starts. If you put the car in 1st gear, it runs in first gear
and so on for the other gears. I just don't know what the problem is and i am hoping to get
something done by myself without having to pay some guy hundreds of dollars I do not think
that it is mechanical because there has been no slippage or jerking while shifting. This seems to
have started all of a sudden over the past month. Also, it seems like when you park the car, it
thinks that it is in some sort of gear. I say this because I cannot get the key out of the ignition. I
have had the ignition replaced about 2 years ago because I could not turn the key. I know that
the car is in Park because I have tried to push it while off and have been unsuccessful, so I am
pretty sure it is Park I could really use you folks wisdom January Hi My 94 Jimmy suddenly
started dropping into neutral after running for a couple minutes. When engine is first started, it
will go into drive and reverse but drops into neutral within a minute or so. Shut off engine and
restart it, it again goes into gear then neutral. Anyone know what's causing this? It was running
great with no transmission problems. Appreicate any help! March Like so many other people on
this board, I am having transmission problems with my Jimmy. I have searched high and low to
find the culprit to what is going on Mine is a Jimmy 4x4. When it is cold outside, the
transmission shift hard from and takes quite awhile as well as a low speed to shift from The
RPM needle shakes violently back and forth thus preventing the vehicle to obtain speed. The
vehicle WILL shift eventually, but this make going up a slight hill very slow and time consuming.
However, when the vehicle is warm or the weather is even warm outside, the transmission shifts
great and doesn't seem to hesitate at all. Could this be something as easy at the TPS, Ignition
related, or perhaps bad plugs? Help me out here as I am growing tired with this vehicle. April
My95 jimmy auotmatic shift from 1st to 3rd gear skipping second. It does the same thing on
down shift. It wont work manualy either ,what would be causing this to happen? The
transmisson was working ,it happen all at once. May OK guys - bear with me, Im a girl, but not a
mechanic and Ive got mechanical issues and need some great advice! Got a GMC Jimmy 4x4
automatic. Transmission felt like it was slipping or surging. My old mechanic checked it out and
said it wasnt slipping, but he thought it wasnt shifting when it was supposed to. He said it was
waiting too long to shift gears and would jump in and out of overdrive several times before
locking in. He sent me to a transmission specialist who checked it with a computer and the code
P popped up. Went to a new mechanic who said to try flushing out the transmission first , miles
and was probably way past due. We tried that - didnt flush out the converter though - they said
very little metal in the fluid, it worked great for 2 weeks. They also put some sealant in there that
is supposed to seal any leaks. Two weeks later, the same surging occurred and it started
shifting harder some, but it doesnt do it all the time. Some times it drive great, no problems. We
tried pulling a pontoon boat with it and it doesnt surge then, but it did overheat - no coolant left
in it but its disappearing with no apparent leaks. Not sure if the problems are related. Now the
check engine light is on. I was planning on replacing the torque converter since that was what
was told to me what was wrong with it, but after reading some of these posts on how something
small and simple can cause major symptoms, Im hoping I wont have to drop that much money
into fixing it, as Im on a budget now and was hoping someone could give me a better idea of
what else to look for that may fix it before I spend all that money and my problem still may not
be solved. June I have a S15 4x4 Jimmy with a manual 5 speed transmission that went out. If I
rock the car in 1st it makes cranky noises like some scraping a bar across gears. I love this
truck! Mechanic says not worth fixing at k. What tranny or rebuild kit do I need? Will a 4 speed
work? Are there any special tools I need for a rebuild? I got a 96 Jimmy 4. Can anyone tell me
whats going on? July October I have a 99 GMC Jimmy that will just barely take off in drive
whining noise but it will go just fine if you start out in 1st, shift manually to second then to
drive. I changed the filter and fluid. Still have the same problem! Got tired of no one being able
to tell me for sure what was wrong with it before I dropped several hundred dollars into and the

whole undercarriage was rusting away so I gave up on it and traded it in on a Toyota truck
Thanks to everyone who tried to help. My Jimmy is hesitating when first taking off, only when
engine is cold. And occasionally when cruise is on, the rpm's will surge up alittle. I have
changed plugs and wires, put new fuel filter on, replaced egr valve, added some BG44K, and am
waiting on a new cap and rotor in the mail. I am out of ideas of what is wrong. Any suggestions?
Is it the tranny? Well I put on my new cap and rotor and that didn't do squat. I took it in for a
diag. My next steps are to change coil, temperature sending unit, and change trans. Please reply
if you have any ideas. I have a GMC Jimmy. They would quit workin for like 10 secs then back to
normal. Then it went to not workin and not being able to get my key out of the Ignition. When i
cant get my key out of the ignition i would have to disconect the battery. When i would start my
truck with the key stuck when i put it in to drive it would shift hard into 2nd gear. While driving it
will only shift into 2nd gear and 3rd no overdrive. I have a '96 Jimmy automatic 4x4 that has up
till today, been a great vehicle. No problems what so ever. Just regular maintainance. Today
while driving along my transmission just quit working completely. No forward or reverse. There
were no unusual noises or sounds, I was just driving along when I noticed my rpms going high.
Pulled to the side of the road, checked fluids, all which were correct, and when I put the car
back in drive Pleez help if u have any ideas or suggestions on what the problem could b. Other
than the trans being damaged inside, pump failure, a broken input shaft or possbly the
converter stripped which would be unusual If you put in drive then back to park and hear a
grinding sound thats what it is I had my tranny fluid and filter changed a few days ago they said
everything looked good now my engine light came on put it in drive and feels like its draging
rpms revs really high just to start moving like someone is pulling you as your trying to drive
away it dose that in all gears but rev 4hi dose it but not 4lo any ideas would be great. You can
put in a 4 speed maunel with no problems but you'd probabally be happier with the 5. I have the
same problem with my 97 Jimmy, just spoke with a Transmission Tech and he said they
probably didn't remove the cross-member to get at the last 2 bolts that are hidden by it and
probably damaged the solenoids on the bottom valve body when they wriggled the bottom pan
off. If you take your Jimmy in to have they engine scanned free at all Advance Auto Parts stores
it should give the codes to tell you this. Hope this helps. Beyond possible water damage,
transmissions don't ordinarily become submerged without serious stress on the entire system. I
have a 99 GMC Jimmy a couple of weeks ago the check engine light came on and it started to
hesitate when I would accelerate from a stop. I took it to auto zone they could not read anything
the thing in my car they hook the machine up to is messed up. Anyways my car now dies. I start
it and it goes a little bit then dies again. Has anyone had this happen to them? Does anyone
know what it might be? Hi, I have a buddy with a 95 jimmy that's doing the exact same thing.
Any chance you ever figured out what was causing the problem? My friend is a disabled
Vietnam vet and on a budget so i was hoping i could help him out with this. Thanks Kurt. Towed
it home and replaced the water pump, fortunately no damage to the engine as it is running
perfect, added some tranny fluid as well, but, now it won't move when I shift it in to 1st, ther is
some minor movement, a few straining inches, in any other forward gear I get nothing, when I
first start it I can get a few feet in reverse but that's it. I have no problem tearing the engine apart
and putting it back together, however my tranny work is limited and so is my budget. I have all
the tools and space to work on it. I have replaced solenoids, filters , flywheels, etc.. I just put it
up on jacks and started it, it shifts and the tires move in forward or reverse, but when on the
ground nothing. I also am draining the fluid and I have never seen tranny fluid this dark brown
and very thick. It's like 80 deg and sunny out and this stuff looks like molasses on a co;d day.
Actually i'll be learning how to do a full rebuid on the 4l60e transmission, this one must have
gotten pretty hot cause one of the electrical connectors was completely melted off and the fluid
in the pan was like graphite sludge, so in the end i'm probably gonna get it right, but I know it's
gonna be painful. If anyone was considering any suggestions, thanks. February I am having the
same problem with my son's Jimmy. What did yours turn out to be? I have a 95 jimmy and the
tranny would slip into neutral when giving it gas. I would have to shift it back into drive again.
One day when this occured I shifted back into drive and the tranny would not go into any gear.
Makes kind of a whining noise now. I have a Jimmy and it will not start it will start in netural
after you have to keep turning it over. I have changed out the ignition, distrubutor cap, rotor,
wires,plugs and I have tried all I could but when i get it cranked it hard to put it in gear could
this be a transmission causing this but it's not reading any codes could someone please help
signed Frustrated. I've got the same problem with my Jimmy. Between 40 and 50 mph it can't
decide which gear it wants to to be in. What was the resolution to your problem? Were you able
to fix it yourself with a replacement solenoid? Or did you need to replace the torque converter? I
had my tranny rebuilt about 30, miles ago only , miles on the truck and it ran great until a couple
of months ago. My 97 jimmy just barely made it to her spot today, i was climbing the

escarpment in hamilton ontario.. August edited August I have a Jimmy 4x4 the other day i was
driving it and noticed the rpms were higher than usual. The next day it would only shift into 2nd
at 4rpms IF you take your foot off the gas. It will also do the same thing at around 3. So at
35mph the rpms are at 3. It also is making a wierd clicking noise every once in awhile and while
ideling the motor will rev up and down and the lights will dim in and out along with it. Anyone
know what it might be if not just a new tranny? December edited December Hello, I have a gmc
4x4 automatic other day i was making a tuen and heard a noise like something hit my underside,
and a whining noise started and i stopped checked. Then it would not move when i put it in
reverse gear it did not move but does when it was in drive. The Car Czar shop said it could be
as much as I have a 96 GMC Jimmy, it shifts good 1st to 2nd but when the rpms get up to and
ready to shift into 3rd it starts to slip. If I rev the engine it will shift into 3rd but it seems like it is
not all the way in 3rd and it will not even go into OD. I do have rev. Can any one help me out. Hi,
while driving recently with everything going fine my engine was reving bu
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t jimmy will only go top speed about 10mph then start reving again. Thanks for any help you
send my way. February edited February Just left work and while accelerating, a bad sound came
from lower front area, sounded like a squirrel cage fan being blown with an air nozzle. Pulled
over to check things out saw nothing. Then discovered no reverse, could drive foreward but
second gear came in slow and at about rpm's. Any ideas what might have happened??? March
edited March I have a GMC Jimmy 4. The only difference was that mine lost reverse and second
while I was shifting from 4hi to 2hi. I pulled over to see what the problem was and didn't see
anything to major so i kept driving it. I called one of my buddy's that is ASE certified to work on
transmissions and he said that the reverse in the transmission is the weakest part of the
transmission the only way that i could fix it was to either replace the trans or have it rebuilt.
That is the only way to fix it. Sign In or Register to comment.

